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1 Introduction

1.1 Who should read this rule book?
It is all about data. If your business has anything to do with generating or exchanging data or building/using data-driven ecosystems and business models, you should be thinking about data sovereignty. This book is for you.

This rulebook addresses:
- Peer-to-peer data sharing
- Data sharing ecosystems
- Data marketplaces
- Data-driven platforms
- Data-driven business models
- GAIA-X participants

1.2 Goals and scope

1.2.1 Goals of the IDSA
The IDSA aims to unlock the data economy of the future by providing the blueprint for secure, self-determined data exchange among trusted partners. This is what’s referred to as “data sovereignty,” and it is vitally important, in light of the fact that data access and exchange are rapidly becoming critical success factors for both companies and entire economies.

Until now, companies have held vast amounts of valuable data that they have been unable to control, share or monetize on their own terms. The IDSA has defined a reference architecture and a set of agreements that can be used to create virtual data spaces which establish trust among partners and a basis for innovative, new business models, products and services.

Figure 1 Overview IDS enabled ecosystems
The IDS protocol is based on commonly accepted data governance models so that it can facilitate secure data exchange and easy linkage across disparate systems, industries and geographies.

1.2.2 The purpose and scope of the rule book

In order for the future data economy to function smoothly and deliver on its value proposition, all players need to abide by a common governance framework that specifies the functional, technical, operational and legal agreements that structure their roles and interactions within and across the various parts of the ecosystem. This book outlines that framework.

By following these rules and guidance, all players can work together to reach our shared goal of unlocking the full value of the global data economy. For the purposes of this book, the key roles in the IDS ecosystem are as follows:

1. **The IDSA Support Organization**: Responsible for maintaining the rule book and for supporting its application. The IDSA support organization helps coordinate key processes and as general governance instance a foundation for the realization of internal structures and interfaces to other parties.

2. **The essential service providers**: Responsible for providing the essential services needed by all participants. They build the source of common agreements.

3. **All users of IDS**: Users will need guidance on how to proceed within this framework to realize use cases on the foundation of a trustworthy infrastructure and governance.

Figure 2 Overview Rule Book scope and goals
1.2.2.1 Scope in detail

The IDSA rule book defines structures and processes for implementing the IDS-Reference Architecture Model in the real world. This includes putting essential services in place as well as defining key processes, such as admission and withdrawal of participants.

Our approach to data sovereignty is not industry specific. It is applicable to all sectors. Therefore, sector-specific rules are not described in this book. All of these rules and guidelines can be applied in and across all industries and sectors. IDS is a horizontal approach, enabling data sovereignty to propagate throughout the digital economy.

This document covers:

1. **Functional agreements**: Guidance on functionality of common services as well as definition, processes and services of dedicated roles

2. **Technical agreements**: Everything you need to know to implement or use a technical artefact of the IDSA world.

4. **Operational agreements**: Everything you need to know to run and collaborate (technically) within data sovereignty services.

5. **Legal agreements**: The legal agreements governing data exchange are a critical success factor, so this has been an important focus: what legal environment is valid, what legal boundaries can be set, and what laws provide the right framework to benefit the data economy. This book provides guidance on on how organizations may define the rules and legal agreements for trustworthy collaboration.

6. **Commercial assumptions**: This rule book enables several different business models, rather than favoring one particular one. Commercial agreements are not part of the rule book, but we make some commercial assumptions regarding essential services (low profit), base services (enabling functionality, and higher-profit services on top of that. Commercial agreements will be discussed separately.

7. **Liaisons agreements**: The IDS-based data sovereignty community naturally collaborates with other ecosystems like ENX or certifications in automotive, Plattform Industrie4.0, GAIA-X etc. Liaisons agreements are about guiding principles guard-railing for these collaborations. IDSA provides processes and measures to actively contribute to liaisons and to provide value for the IDSA Liaison partners.

1.3 How to use IDS Competitive Advantage with Data Sovereignty

It is possible now to implement IDS based frameworks, services and offerings and start using the benefits of trusted data sovereignty for your business or your own offerings. The way you do this depends on the role you are going to play in the dedicated, data-driven continuum.

Overall, there are some rules and guidelines in common:

- Life cycle is defined: There is a common definition on life cycle agreements for IDS based assets, e.g., the IDS standards and services. See section “Operational Agreements, Life Cycle”.
• Processes: There are some common definitions of necessary processes for development, certification, onboarding, operation, usage and the like. See section “Operational Agreements. Processes”

Typical roles anticipated in an IDS based data driven continuum are described in more detail in a following chapter. Included are data provider and data owner, data consumer, data user, meta data broker, software, service and app provider, appstore provider, and basic roles like ID provider, certification provider, clearing house and vocabulary provider.

Furthermore, there will be some papers on examples of use cases and business models addressing the different roles.

In summary, using IDS and utilizing data sovereignty as competitive advantage for your own business is quite easy, because everything is ready to go. The guiding web site https://www.internationaldataspaces.org provides all information, and a friendly hotline (SupportOffice@internationaldataspaces.org) is here to help you with any questions.

1.4 Guiding principles
The following guiding principles led the team in structuring the complete IDS ecosystem, it’s roles and this rule book.

• Don’t reinvent the wheel.
• Integrate into existing systems.
• Integrate or use existing standards.
• Be industry-agnostic, and applicable in all verticals as horizontal standard.
• Be easily usable and applicable by individual companies and initiatives/ecosystems.
• Overall: Create an open global standard for data sovereignty: Open standard generally implies: 1) free to use for everyone (although in some sectors this is interpreted in different ways), 2) an open process through which everyone can participate, 3) transparent decision-making (preferably by consensus or otherwise through a pre-defined structure).

1.5 Glossary
The IDSA rule book is considered normative and is therefore compliant with RFC 2119. The general IDSA glossary can be found on IDS-G.¹

1.6 Do you want to know more?
Throughout this rule book, you will find references to different IDS and IDSA elements that you may want to know more about. Remember that you can always find additional information about these elements, and much more, at other sources provided by IDSA:

• The IDSA website (https://www.internationaldataspaces.org) website aims to provide visitors with an easy way to learn about the International Data Spaces Association. It is the reflection of what we do, who we are and what International Data Spaces stand for. Use cases illustrate the possibilities of the data economy and outline the added value created by the IDS standard. The download center gives

¹ https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/IDS-G/tree/master/glossary
access to the IDS Reference Architecture, papers and studies, scientific publications and marketing materials. We are constantly updating our content with news and blog articles, events and with our regularly published magazine DATA SPACES NOW.

- The IDSA Jive collaboration platform (https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com) is the collaboration platform for IDSA members, where you can find details from the IDSA Working Groups and Task Forces. IDSA members can get access to jive via the IDSA Homepage [https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/].

- The IDSA GitHub repositories (https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association) see also section 3.4
2 Functional agreements

Functional agreements define the rights and duties for the different roles played by various parties in the IDS. Next to the basic and technical role-definition in the Reference Architecture Model, further assignments must be made to operationalize the IDS. This includes defining essential services needed to operate a data space and base services that are not mandatory but required from a data space perspective to enable the required functional aspects. Enabling essential services is crucial for the IDS and it includes administrative tasks, as described in section 4.2.1. These tasks will be conducted in one or more support organizations as described in the remainder of this section.

The IDS-RAM\textsuperscript{2} defines a role model in the business perspective section to describe the fundamental mechanics of a data space. Each role that a participant can assume in the IDS is described in detail, together with the basic tasks assigned to it. The majority of roles require certification of the organization that wants to assume that role, including certification of the technical, physical, and organizational security mechanisms the organization employs. Certification of organizations that want to participate in International Data Spaces is considered a fundamental threshold to establish trust among all participants (especially with regard to roles that are crucial for the overall functioning of such as the broker service provider, the app store, the identity provider, or the clearing house). The certification scheme applied in the participant evaluation process is described in detail in Section 4.2.

There are four categories of roles:

- Category 1: Core Participant
- Category 2: Intermediary
- Category 3: Software / Service Provider
- Category 4: Governance Body

\textsuperscript{2} \url{https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/IDS-G/tree/master/glossary#ids-reference-architecture-model}
While the IDS-RAM defines the existence of an identity provider and states its technical relevance, the rule book reflects the operational aspects of the identity provider as essential services.

### 2.1 Essential services

#### 2.1.1 Archetypal framework conditions

In the reference architecture, IDSA has defined archetypal roles (in the sense of a generally applicable standard) for data ecosystems that follow the value propositions of international Data Spaces of trust, data sovereignty and enforcement of terms of use for data (see IDS RAM).

#### 2.1.2 Essential Services

Some of these roles are essential for the fulfilment of the value proposition:

- Certification Body (CB)
- Certification Authority (CA) (provisioning of X.509 certificates)
- Dynamic Attribute Provisioning Service (DAPS) (OAuth compatible)
- Participant Information System (ParIS)
- Dynamic Trust Management (DTM) (former Security Operation Center)

These roles must be operated and controlled in operational terms under the rules of procedure defined by the IDSA. There is a make-or-buy option for each of these roles, i.e.
they can be operated by the IDSA or tendered to one or more service providers. Until further notice, a service center as part of the office will be responsible for coordination. In the medium term, the service center is to be transferred to a separate corporate body for the professional maintenance of operations – for the time being named as “IDSA Support Organization”. This option is desired and should be realized from the very beginning.

Further roles are important but not essential for the success and growth of data ecosystems - these include the app store, vocabulary provider and clearing house. It is not the IDSA's task to fill these roles or to give them a business structure. This is left to the market. The IDSA is active as a non-profit association on a pre-competitive basis. Nevertheless, the IDSA sees it as its task to stimulate data ecosystems based on IDS.

2.1.3 Base Services

While essential roles in the IDS are required to provide trust in the ecosystem, others are required to improve usability of the system as a whole and raise the added value of the ecosystem. These roles are described as base services and should be enabled by key participants of the ecosystem. The following service are considered to be base services:

- IDS meta-data broker (rudimentary broker-functionality according to reference architecture)
- Clearing house (decentralized logging capabilities, according to IDS-RAM)
- App store (according to IDS-RAM)

2.1.4 Connectors

The success of trusted data ecosystems also requires the provision of IDS connectors as a central component for secure and trusted data exchange. To this end, companies must develop commercial and non-commercial offerings in this direction and offer them to the market (i.e., variants of the four IDS Connector profiles defined in the reference architecture as open source, as a product or as an as-a-service offering). The IDSA supports the development of this offer by providing sample code, reference implementations, testbeds including test services for interoperability testing, technical specifications, a starter kit and a co-creation platform in the form of a developer community. Companies that want to offer software based on the IDS Reference Architecture or services according to the role definition of the IDS Reference Architecture must be members of the IDSA.

The IDSA advocates a market-based approach, international competition and diversity of offerings, especially with regard to the ability to fit in with companies of all sizes (from SMEs to international corporations).
2.2 IDSA Support Organization (IDSA-SO)

Figure 4 Structure of the IDSA Support Organization

IDSA SO is the entity securing trust in IDS solutions. This entity is responsible for coordinating the essential services which will be provided by several provider companies which perform their service according to the IDS rule book and the right there provided rules of procedure. This contains these services:

**Certificate Authority:**
To secure the flow of data between entities, the parties in the digital ecosystem must be able to identify and authenticate themselves. Identity verification and secure digital storage of identity parameters are part of the essential services that will be provided. ID certificates secure the digital communication.

**Evaluation Facilities** (for components and organizations) and SW testing:
Certification of companies and connectors will be conducted by evaluation facilities. These will also provide consultancy and pre-defined test procedures for SW prior to certification. Only certified organizations and connectors can take part in the IDS ecosystem. The criteria are defined in DIN SPEC 27070 and in the criteria catalogue of IDSA.

**DAPS** (Dynamic Attribute Provisioning Service), **ParIS** (Participant Information Service):
Efficient management of certificates and metadata, streamlining the process and reducing cost through use of a dynamic attribute provisioning system.

**Enabling Services:**
The IDSA Support Organization provides a connection to other services that enable participants to enter a Data Space, if required. These are services by **Implementation Partners** and **Adoption Partners**, as well as Open Source or...
commercial offerings for connectors, core components or testing facilities for own developments.

IDSA SO will organize these processes according whereby it ensures the provisioning and SLA of the essential services provided by companies from the market.

The governance framework including the functional, technical, operational, and legal agreements for the interaction of the IDSA SO with the essential services providers are defined in the IDS rule book.

2.2.1 Tasks, business processes and resources for the IDSA Support Organization

The IDSA SO has the core working fields:

- Organizing essential services
- Acting as Certification Body

**Essential service provider management**

The IDSA SO has to conduct the following tasks for Essential Service Provider Management:

- Manage rules of procedure
- Perform RfQ
- Selection of providers
- Assignment of providers
- Onboarding, Offboarding of providers (see Figure 5)
- Billing
- Contact point for general support, first level support remains the duty of service providers, including evaluators.

The essential services can indiscriminatory be provided by any company accepting the rules of procedure and SLAs.

**Certification body**

The IDSA SO will take over the role of the certification body for the IDSA. The business processes to be performed are depicted in the Figure 5.

This includes the following processes for “technical onboarding of participants”:

- IDSA SO takes over the role as the official certification body
- IDSA SO receives and assesses evaluation report for components
- IDSA SO receives and assesses evaluation report for organizations
- IDSA SO evaluates the provisioning of digital certificates for components and organizations by the CA according to the evaluation results and agrees to the provisioning in case of a positive evaluation
- IDSA SO registers components and organizations in DAPS
- IDSA SO updates ParIS
This includes the following processes for “technical onboarding of participants”:

- IDSA SO takes over the role as the official certification body
- IDSA SO receives and assesses evaluation report for components
- IDSA SO receives and assesses evaluation report for organizations
- IDSA SO evaluates the provisioning of digital certificates for components and organizations by the CA according to the evaluation results and agrees to the provisioning in case of a positive evaluation
- IDSA SO registers components and organizations in DAPS

IDSA SO updates ParIS

### 2.3 Additional roles

Additional roles that are not Essential Services nor Base Service also need further definition for operationalization.

#### 2.3.1 Service Providers

Currently no further specification available.
2.3.2 Certification Body

The duties of the Certification body on operational level are as described in the section of the IDSA Support Organization (IDSA Support Organization (IDSA-SO) on page 14) and the Certification Scheme³.

The Certification Body approves evaluators for the IDSA Certification Scheme. This includes the following activities:

- Provides application form for the approval of Evaluation Facilities
- Checks applications for completeness and consistency (formal checking)
- Informs applicant about incompleteness of the application
- Maintains a database for all companies applying for becoming an Evaluation Facility (considering GDPR and other guidelines)
- Stores all documents of the application (considering GDPR and other guidelines)
- Organizes Audit to evaluate the applying Evaluation Facility
- Determines the group of evaluators to be interviewed
- Arranges and schedules the audit
- Conducts the audit on three to four areas
  - Quality Management System
  - Security Management System
  - Competence of the Evaluators
  - Equipment and its handling (area of application: component certification)
- Prepares the audit findings in a preliminary report
- Discusses the preliminary report in a final discussion
- Points out eventual corrective measures & (eventually) root cause analysis

Based on the approval process the Certification Body provides an audit report to the applicant. The audit report will be stored by the Certification Body. The audit report states the rejection or the approval of the evaluation facility. In case of rejection the applicant will be informed. An approved evaluation facility will receive an evaluation facility identifier by the Certification Body and an approval statement.

During the evaluation of applicants by the evaluation body, the Certification Body will provide process support and witness the evaluations. It will review the evaluation report and provide certificates.

2.3.3 Evaluation Facilities

Refer to the IDS Certification Scheme\(^4\), Approval for evaluators and IDS-ready link on IDSA Homepage\(^5\).

2.3.4 Metadata Broker

Refer to IDS-RAM and IDS Meta Data Broker Specification (see IDS Specifications on page 21)

2.3.5 Clearing House

Refer to IDS_RAM and IDS Clearing House Specification 1.0(link).

2.3.6 App Store

Will not be part of the Version 1.0 of this document as the required specification are still missing.

2.3.7 Interactions

The interactions between the different roles in the IDS are described in the IDS-RAM. This Rule Book describes additionally the interactions with the IDSA-SO in the following section Administrative Processes 29.


\(^5\) [https://www.internationaldataspaces.org](https://www.internationaldataspaces.org)
3 Technical agreements

3.1 IDS Reference Architecture Model

Data Exchange and Data Sharing are essential for Data-Driven Business-Ecosystems, as well as the need for Data Sovereignty. The International Data Spaces Reference Architecture Model (IDS-RAM\(^6\)) defines fundamental concepts for Data Sovereignty, Data Sharing and Data Exchange. Focusing on the generalization of concepts, functionality, and overall processes involved in the creation of a secure “network of trusted data”, the IDS-RAM resides at a higher abstraction level than common architecture models of concrete software solutions do. The document provides an overview supplemented by dedicated architecture specifications defining the individual components of the International Data Spaces.

The model is made up of five layers: The Business Layer specifies and categorizes the different roles which the participants of the International Data Space can assume, and it specifies the main activities and interactions connected with each of these roles. The Functional Layer defines the functional requirements of the International Data Spaces, plus the concrete features to be derived from these. The Process Layer specifies the interactions taking place between the different components of the International Data Spaces; it provides a dynamic view of the Reference Architecture Model. The Information Layer defines a conceptual model which makes use of linked-data principles for describing both the static and the dynamic aspects of the International Data Spaces’s constituents. The System Layer is concerned with the decomposition of the logical software components, considering aspects such as integration, configuration, deployment, and extensibility of these components.

In addition, the Reference Architecture Model comprises three perspectives that need to be implemented across all five layers: Security, Certification, and Governance. The Security Perspective defines the common security measures for the International Data Spaces and the concepts for Data Usage Control. The Certification Perspective describes the IDS Certification scheme as a foundation for every interaction in the IDS. The Governance Perspective describes the Responsibilities of the Roles in the IDS.

3.2 IDS Certification Criteria

Certification is one perspective in the IDS-RAM. The IDS Certification approach is described in detail in the IDS Certification Scheme\(^7\). Additionally, the following documents describe the certification approach in detail:

- Certification Criteria for Core Components (Connector\(^8\); Broker\(^9\))

---


• Certification Criteria for Operational Environment\textsuperscript{10}
• Rules of Procedure\textsuperscript{11}
• Approval Scheme for Evaluators\textsuperscript{12}

3.3 Interoperability Test

Evaluation facilities for components will be conducting the evaluations that ensure a correct implementation of the IDS specifications as well as an adequate level of security in the components. Ensuring a comparable quality of all evaluations is necessary to make the certification with its different security and assurance levels reliable. This includes in particular:

• All evaluation facilities conduct transparent and equivalent conformance tests in the „IDS Reference Testbed“ based on the regulations from the WG Certification and the specifications approved by the IDSA Technical Steering Committee.
• All evaluation facilities assess the fulfillment of the security requirements listed in the IDS criteria catalog in a comparable way.
• The evaluation facilities only advise the issuing of a certificate if both, conformance and security tests, have been passed without issues.
• To ensure the capability of evaluation facilities to conduct the evaluations according to the specifications, the certification body has to assess the competence of the evaluation facilities before approving them.

Ensuring the Interoperability between the components is one important aspect of the evaluation. The Interoperability tests are currently under development\textsuperscript{13}.

3.4 IDS-G

IDS-G\textsuperscript{14} is intended to provide specifications and further documentation by the IDSA to the public. While the Reference Architecture Model and other documents are available via the IDSA Homepage IDS-G focuses on documentation and specifications for developing and testing IDS based solutions. This includes technical documentation and interface descriptions. IDS-G’s master branch is stable therefore the reliable foundation for the development and maintenance of IDS-based solutions. It is maintained under the umbrella of the IDSA Technical Steering Committee.

Additionally, IDS-G provides access to the IDSA Open Source projects. Today the following Open Source projects are available:

• IDS Information Model\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{11} \url{https://industraldataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2507}
\textsuperscript{12} \url{https://industraldataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-1911}
\textsuperscript{13} \url{https://industraldataspace.jiveon.com/community/workinggroups/certification/content}
\textsuperscript{14} \url{https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/IDS-G}
\textsuperscript{15} \url{https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/InformationModel}
More Open Source projects will be set up by the IDSA Technical Steering Committee in the future.

### 3.5 IDS Specifications

IDSA provides multiple specifications that sum up under the IDSA Reference Architecture Model. The different specifications are aligned in the IDSA Roadmap that is maintained by the IDSA Technical Steering Committee. A release as described in section 4.2.2 therefore contains a set of documents and specifications.

The current specifications are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**APIs**

- Handshake [https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-1817](https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-1817)
- Usage Control between Connectors [https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2292](https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2292)

The current specifications are listed below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usage Control</strong></td>
<td><strong>General</strong></td>
<td>version 1.0, informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Policy Language in detail</strong></td>
<td>final (11-2019), informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2264">https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2264</a></td>
<td>work in progress, informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information model</strong></td>
<td><strong>Information model on Github</strong></td>
<td>V4.0, official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/InformationModel">https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/InformationModel</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity Provider</strong></td>
<td><strong>DAPS &amp; CA</strong></td>
<td>Work in progress, informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>App Store &amp; Data Apps</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2604">https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2604</a></td>
<td>work in progress informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Rules of Procedure</strong>&lt;br&gt;<a href="https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2507">https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2507</a></td>
<td>official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Approval Scheme</strong>&lt;br&gt;<a href="https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-1911">https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-1911</a></td>
<td>official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Requirements for evaluators</strong>&lt;br&gt;<a href="https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-3213">https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-3213</a></td>
<td>official</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The specifications are the foundation for the IDS and will be evaluated during the certification process.

### 3.5.1 Dynamic Attribute Provisioning Service (DAPS)

The DAPS\(^\text{16}\) specification is available on IDS-G\(^\text{17}\). It includes the specification of the DAPS interfaces as well as the definition of the Dynamic Attribute Token DAT. The DAPS issues Dynamic Attribute Tokens (DATs) to verify dynamic attributes of Participants\(^\text{18}\) or Connectors\(^\text{19}\).

For the time being DAPS is limited to single instances that are not federated or synchronized with other DAPS instances. This is subject of active work in IDSA.


\(^\text{17}\) [https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/IDS-G/tree/master/core/DAPS](https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/IDS-G/tree/master/core/DAPS)


4 Operational agreements

4.1 Governance body

4.1.1 IDSA Support Organization IDSA-SO

Today, the IDSA Support Organization is conducted as an activity in the IDSA Head Office to support the following processes:

Functional Support:
- Onboarding
- Offboarding
- Contact point for general support, first level support remains the duty of service providers, including evaluators.
- Provide general information on IDS, IDSA and on the process support
- Find service providers and/or provide a list of known and approved service providers
- Onboarding and offboarding of essential service providers
- Approval of Evaluators
- Act as Certification Body
- Enabling the essential services:
  - CA
  - DAPS
  - ParIS

The following are not the duties of the IDSA Support Organization:
- Lobbying / Stakeholder Management is done by IDSA HO and IDSA members
- Financing

4.1.2 Bodies of the IDSA

The Bodies of the International Data Spaces Association are described in the IDSA Organizational Handbook and in the statues of the IDSA\(^\text{20}\). An overview is provided in the figure below.

4.1.2.1 Executive Board

The Tasks of the Executive Board are described in the IDSA Statutes (IDSA Statutes) §10:

1. The Executive Board is responsible for managing the business activities of the Association. It consists of up to twelve honorary members of the Executive Board:
   
   • the chairman of the Executive Board who may use the title of “President”
   • two deputy chairmen of the Executive Board
   • the treasurer (who is simultaneously the secretary, unless a managing director is appointed to act in this capacity)
   • up to eight further members of the Executive Board

2. The members of the Executive Board must be employees at a reasonable hierarchical level within the respective member's organization.

3. Up to eleven members of the Executive Board shall be elected in separate ballots by the General Meeting by a simple majority of the members present or represented at the meeting.

4.1.2.2 Steering Committee

1. The IDSA Steering Committee consists of:
   
   • the Chairs and Co-Chairs of the Working Groups
   • the Chairs and Co-Chairs of the Task Forces
2. The Steering Committee is organized by the IDSA Lead Architect.

3. Every member of the IDSA Steering committee can vote on ballots in the Steering Committee.

4. The Steering Committee:
   - decides on topics, that can not be decided in Working Groups and Task Forces
   - decides on topics, that concern more than one Working Group or Task Force
   - Approves Recommendations in the maturity state Proposed Recommendations (RAM, Certification Scheme, Specifications)
   - Prepares decision memos for the managing board
   - can be consulted by the Working Group and Task Forces
   - Approves the Release Plan of the IDSA (Technical release Plan)
   - Responsible (decides on) for the Strategic and organizational Goals and scoping

**Working Mode**

The IDSA Steering Committee meets on a quarterly basis.

Physical meetings shall be conducted twice a year.

**4.1.2.3 IDS Technical Steering Committee**

The technical and standardization activities need steering and alignment between the various activities. The IDSA Steering Committee has a broader perspective. Therefore, the IDSA Technical Steering Committee (IDSA-TSC) governs the relevant public projects on IDS-G and technical publications/standards.

1. The IDSA Technical Steering Committee shall prepare the Open Source activities of IDSA.

**Composition**

*Startup Period:* During the first six (6) months after launch, the TSC voting members shall consist of the Head of the IDSA Developers Community, the Lead Architect of IDSA, the Head of IDSA Standardization, the head of Working Group Certification, Head of TF Business Relevance.

*Steady State:* After the Startup Period, there shall be a nomination and election period for electing Contributors or Maintainers to the TSC. The TSC voting members shall consist of eleven (11) elected Contributors or Maintainers.
The technical Working Groups (Architecture and Certification) shall elect each one (1) voting Maintainer, the Task Force Business Relevance shall elect one (1) voting Maintainer, the Developers Community shall elect one (1) voting Maintainer. Seven (7) voting Contributors shall be elected by the IDS-TSC.

The TSC shall approve the process and timing for nominations and elections held on an annual basis.

2. IDS-TSC projects generally will involve Maintainers and Contributors:
   - Contributors: anyone in the technical community that contributes code, documentation, or other technical artifacts to the IDSA.
   - Maintainers: Contributors who have the ability to commit code and contributions to IDSA’s main branch, e.g., IDS-G. A Contributor may become a Maintainer by majority approval of the existing Maintainers.

3. Participation in IDSA through becoming a Contributor and/or Maintainer is open to anyone from an IDSA member company.

4. The IDS-TSC may:
   - establish workflows and procedures for the submission, approval, and closure or archiving of projects,
   - establish criteria and processes for the promotion of Contributors to Maintainer status, and
   - amend, adjust and refine the roles of Contributors and Maintainers listed in Section 2.2., create new roles and publicly document responsibilities and expectations for such roles, as it sees fit.

5. The TSC shall elect a TSC Chair.

6. Responsibilities: The IDS-TSC is responsible for:
   - coordinating the technical direction of IDSA
   - approving project proposals (including, but not limited to, incubation, deprecation, and changes to a project’s charter or scope) in accordance with a project lifecycle document to be developed, approved, and maintained by the IDS-TSC
   - designating Top Level Projects as part of the IDSA Open Source activities and maintain the IDSA Release Plan
   - creating sub-committees to focus on cross-project technical issues or opportunities
   - establishing community norms, workflows or policies for releases
   - discussing, seeking consensus, and where necessary, voting on technical matters relating to the code base that affect multiple projects; and
   - establishing election processes for Maintainers or other leadership roles in the technical community that are not within the scope of any single project
4.1.2.4 Working Groups (including Task Forces)

The majority of the work of the IDSA is done in the IDSA Working Groups and Task Forces. A Working Group is an ongoing major workstream in the IDSA, while a Task Force works on a major workstream with a defined end and a tangible deliverable at the end.

**Working Groups Use Cases & Requirements (suspended)**

The Working Group Use Case and Requirements focuses on the development of Use Cases and the methodological support. Therefor it sets up the Use Case Advisory Board and organizes a Use Case Conference.

Chairs: Heinrich Pettenpohl (Fraunhofer ISST), Gerrit Stöhr (gesis)

**Working Group Architecture**

The Working Group Architecture is organized in a matrix with 4 main working streams:

1. IDS-RAM development
2. Developers Community
3. Standardization and Liaisons
4. New Topics

Relevant topics are organized orthogonally to the working streams as Sub Working Groups

Chairs: Andreas Teuscher (Sick AG), Sebastian Bader (Fraunhofer IAIS)

**Working Group Certification**

The Working Group Certification focuses on three Working Streams:

1. Development of Criteria Catalogs for Participants and Core Components
2. Maintenance of Criteria Catalogs for Participants and Core Components
3. Definition and Maintenance of the Certification Process

Chairs: Aleksei Resetko (PwC), Monika Huber (Fraunhofer AISEC)

**Task Force Legal Framework**

The Task Force Legal Framework focuses on

Consultation of Working Groups and Task Forces for legal aspects
Description of Legal Framework for the IDS
Finding and describing missing legal aspects

Chair: Alexander Duisberg

**Task Force Business Relevance and Ecosystem Building**
4.1.2.4.1 Working Mode for Working Groups and Task Forces

Member companies of the IDSA can send staff with appropriate experience and knowledge as members of the Working Groups and Task Forces.

Chair and Co-Chair of the Working Groups and Task Forces

The Working Groups elect a chair and co-chair. A simple majority of the attendees is required for the election. The Working Groups should elect the chair and the co-chair for a three-year period.

Chair and Co-Chair for Task Forces are named by the Managing Board or the Steering Committee.

The Chair and the Co-Chair organize the work in the Working Groups.

The Chair and the Co-Chair of the Working Groups and Task Forces are member of the IDSA Steering Committee.

It is recommended that the chair of the working group is set by an enterprise and the co-chair by academia.

4.1.2.5 Responsibilities of the IDSA Head Office

The IDSA Head Office supports the Working Groups in organizational aspects.

Communication within the Working Group, with IDSA members, that are not in the Working Group and external organization of meetings and events.

4.1.2.6 Confidentiality

The meetings of the Working Groups|Task Forces| and Communities are not public. Only members of the IDSA may participate in the meetings.

Invited guests are allowed to participate in the meetings.

4.2 Operational Processes

4.2.1 Administrative Processes

4.2.1.1 Admission (current term in IDSA onboarding)

The goal of the onboarding processes is to structurally connect new organizations to the IDSA. There are four types of onboarding processes which are described below.

1. Onboarding of evaluation facilities which can certify IDS-based solutions. The evaluation facilities should be compliant with the strict rules and
regulations as defined in the certification criteria. The evaluation facilities have to become an IDSA member. See section Approval of evaluators on page 39.

2. **Onboarding of service providers** which offer (commercial) services based on IDS. These services are certified by one of the IDS evaluation facilities. The service providers should become an IDSA member. See section Admission (current term in IDSA onboarding) on page 29.

3. **Onboarding of end-users** which use the services offered by service providers. The onboarding process of users is structured according to the corresponding service provider. Therefore, these processes are not part of this Rule Book. The end-users therefore have no direct relation to the IDSA. The end-users can, but do not have to, become an IDSA member.

4. **Onboarding of IDSA members** who want to contribute to IDSA. This is not part of the Rule Book, but additional information can be found at [https://www.internationaldataspaces.org](https://www.internationaldataspaces.org).

### 4.2.1.1.1 Admission of service providers

The Support Organization (as described above) is meant to be the **first** Support Organization, but not the **only** one. Meaning the processes from the first service organization can be implemented several times, but they have to be **federated**. The federation is not specified yet and there is work to be done.

The IDSA Onboarding process is depicted in the following picture. While the applicant has to set up some things before entering the Data Space, the Support Organization helps by informing the participant and guides through the different activities. In the following the different activities are described.

![Figure 7 Overview onboarding process](chart)
Step: Inform

Responsible: Participant

Precondition: None

Postcondition: Certification can be started and X.509 Certificates can be set up

Short description:
Gather required information and plan IDS Set Up

Long Description:
The participant of the IDS needs to understand and implement the IDS concepts as described in chapter 3 of the IDSA rule book including the following documents:

- IDS Reference Architecture
- IDS Certification Scheme

Related Documents:
- IDS Starter Kit

---

Step: Certification of Core Component

Responsible: Participant

Precondition: Information and Planning done

Postcondition: Certification Report available

Short description:
See White Paper Certification

Long Description:
See White Paper Certification and subsequent documents

Related Documents:
### Step: Certification of Operational Environment

**Responsible:** Participant  
**Precondition:** Information and Planning done  
**Postcondition:** Certification Report available  

**Short description:**  
See White Paper Certification

**Long Description:**  
See White Paper Certification and subsequent documents  

**Related Documents:**

### Step: Set Up X.509 Certificate

**Responsible:** Participant  
**Precondition:** Information and Planning done  
**Postcondition:** Connector Certificate (X.509!) available  

**Short description:**  
Definition of CA Policies in progress.

**Long Description:**  
Definition of CA Policies in progress.  

**Related Documents:**
Step: Check

Responsible: Support Organization

Precondition: Certification is done and X.509 available

Postcondition: Start registration

Short description:
Check documents and artifacts provided by the participant

Long Description:

The Evaluation of the Core Component and the Operational Environment has to be checked according to the Rules of Procedure for the IDS Certification.

The content of the Certificate is described in Synopsis: Rules of Procedure for the Certification of IDS Participants and IDS Core Components [was: Verfahrensordnung für die Zertifizierung von IDS-Teilnehmern und IDS-Kernkomponenten] §5.1 No. 2-6

See following tables for mapping.

Related Documents:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The paragraph in Rules of Procedure</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Rule Book Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.2.a</td>
<td>the applicant, if applicable as a short designation;</td>
<td>Complete name of the applicant company including the legal form (String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.2.b</td>
<td>the object of certification, if applicable as a short designation;</td>
<td>Identifier of the Operational Environment or Component (String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.2.c</td>
<td>the certification body;</td>
<td>identifier of the Certification Body as described in (To be defined where?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.2.d</td>
<td>the designation of the authoritative version of the IDS certification criteria, if applicable as a short designation;</td>
<td>Version number and data of the Criteria Catalogue (for Core Component of Operational Environment) and Rules of Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.2.e</td>
<td>the designation of the applied rules and regulations of the certification body;</td>
<td>The Certification Level as described in IDSA Whitepaper Certification for 1. Core Component</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Base Security Profile** | Trust Security Profile | Trust+ Security Profile
---|---|---
Checklist Approach | ✓ | ✓ | ✓
Concept Review | ✓ | ✓ | ✓
High Assurance Evaluation | ✓ | ✓ | ✓

Base Security Profile | Trust Security Profile | Trust+ Security Profile
Checklist Approach | Concept Review | High Assurance Evaluation
### 2. Operation Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Level</th>
<th>Member Level</th>
<th>Central Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self Assessment</td>
<td>Management System</td>
<td>Control Framework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### §5.1.2.a
- **Text**: a unique certificate number;  
- **Rule Book Specifications**: See §5.2.2 No.6

#### §5.1.2.b
- **Text**: the period of validity of the certificate  
- **Rule Book Specifications**: Valid from YYYY-MM-DD until YYYY-MM-DD (full day each; starts at 0:00 ends at 24:00)

#### §5.1.2.c
- **Text**: an appendix containing the information pursuant to para. 3  
- **Rule Book Specifications**: see §5.2.2 No.3

#### §5.1.2.d
- **Text**: the IDS test mark.  
- **Rule Book Specifications**: See Appendix B

### The paragraph in Rules of Procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Rule Book Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### §5.1.3.a
- **Text**: the description of the object of certification;  
- **Rule Book Specifications**: Textual description of the object of certification, not more than 1000 characters (String)

#### §5.1.3.b
- **Text**: the unique designation of the applicant;  
- **Rule Book Specifications**: Full name of the company including (main) address and the EORI Number (Economic Operators’ Registration and Identification)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Related Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.3.c</td>
<td>the unique designation of the certification;</td>
<td>IDS Certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.3.d</td>
<td>the designation of these procedural rules as the authoritative procedural basis;</td>
<td>Rules of Procedure for the Certification of IDS Participants and IDS Core Components Version 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.3.e</td>
<td>the designation of the applied rules and regulations of the certification body;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.3.f</td>
<td>the unambiguous designation of the test report and the testing laboratory;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.3.g</td>
<td>the exact designation of the authoritative version of the IDS;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§5.1.3.h</td>
<td>the test results.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Step: Register

**Responsible:** Support Organization

**Precondition:** documents and artifacts provided by the participant are checked

**Postcondition:** Registration done

**Short description:**
Create a record including the information from the check action and information with regard to the Connector Certificate (public key)

**Long Description:**
Create a record at DAPS and ParIS (details are work in progress) and activate participant in IDS

**Related Documents:**
Step: Verify

**Responsible:** Support Organization

**Precondition:** participant registered

**Postcondition:** participant can use data space

**Short description:**
Verification of the information with DAPS and Participant.

**Long Description:**
The verification is not specified, yet.

**Related Documents:**

---

Step: Update DAPS

**Responsible:** DAPS/IDSA-SO

**Precondition:** Participant registered

**Postcondition:** Participant can use data space

**Short description:**
Create a participant record at DAPS.

**Long Description:**
Work in progress.

**Related Documents:**
Step: Update ParIS

**Responsible:** ParIS/IDSA-SO

**Precondition:** participant registered

**Postcondition:** Participant information available at ParIS

**Short description:**
Create a record at ParIS

**Long Description:**
Work in progress.

**Related Documents:**

---

Step: Publish Participant

**Responsible:** IDSA-SO

**Precondition:** Participant registered and verified

**Postcondition:** Participant information published

**Short description:**
If and how additional information will be published is still to be decided.

**Long Description:**
Work in progress.

**Related Documents:**
4.2.1.2 Certification

4.2.1.2.1 Approval of evaluators

The process for the approval of IDS evaluation facilities is described in the Approval Scheme for Evaluation Facilities.

The process consists of three main phases for the approval (Preparation phase, Audit phase, Approval phase) and two additional phases for the renewal of the approval and the suspension/restriction/withdrawal of the approval.

Please note that, as already mentioned in the (Roles section) the role of Certification Body is temporarily taken on by IDSA, which will hire some external experts to be able to carry out the audit on the compliance of the evaluation facilities.

A flowchart of all the phases of the process is available in Jive and it is reported below.

---

**Figure 8 Legend, used symbols in the flow charts for the Certification Body**

21 https://industrialdataspaces.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-3273
PREPARATION PHASE

The preparation phase consists of the initial activities to start the approval process: the certification body uploads all the necessary documentation on its website, the evaluation facility submits the formal application to become an IDS evaluation facility and the certification body checks that the application and related attachments are fine.

![Flow chart Certification Body preparation phase](image)

Figure 9 Flow chart Certification Body preparation phase

AUDIT PHASE

Once the application is accepted, the certification body provides the applicant with an audit plan and schedules the audit. The aim of the audit is to check that the requirements are implemented and effective and it is carried out via 3 or 4 assessments, depending on the area of application.

After the assessments are completed the certification body prepares a preliminary report, which will be discussed in a meeting with the applicant.

The phase closes after the discussion with the audit is assessed as successful or unsuccessful. In this second case the applicant can decide to plan some corrective
measures, and in this case the Approval Phase does not follow immediately, because additional audit might be needed afterwards.

**Figure 10 Flow chart Certification Body audit phase**

**APPROVAL PHASE**

During the Approval Phase the application is formally approved or rejected.

Rejected applicants receive a formal communication of rejection. Corrective measures can be implemented, or objections can be carried out (within one month).

The approved applicants receive an official certificate from the certification body, which is valid for 2 years. They are now approved evaluation facilities and can start do evaluations.
for IDS components and/or operational environments. Before the certificate expires after two years, they have to undergo the renewal for approval described in the next paragraph.

**Figure 11 Flow chart Certification Body approval phase**

**RENEWAL PHASE**

Five months before expiry of the certificate, the approved evaluation facility must formally request the renewal of approval. A new audit is then organized, which focuses on the changes that the evaluation facility underwent in the last two years.
Figure 12 Flow chart Certification Body renewal phase

**SUSPENSION/RESTRICTION/WITHDRAWAL**

The Suspension/restriction/withdrawal of the approval can be triggered by either the evaluation facility itself or from the IDS certification body in case there are reasons to believe that the evaluation facility does not meet the IDS requirements anymore.

Suspension is a temporary state that is needed to consider the withdrawal of the evaluation facility or the restriction of its area of application.
Figure 13 Flow chart Certification Body suspension, restriction and withdrawal
4.2.1.2.2 Evaluation of applicants

The evaluation process is described in the IDSA Certification Scheme. The support office guides applicants through the process. In general, the Certification Body orchestrates the overall process as depicted in Figure 14.

4.2.1.3 Withdrawal

The Withdrawal process is not further defined in this Rule Book.

4.2.1.4 Warnings, Suspension and Exclusion

Warnings, suspensions and exclusion, as well as measures are not defined in this Rule Book.

4.2.1.5 Incident Management

As IDS is a decentralized ecosystem several types of incidents have to be considered. Those different types of incidents are managed by different roles in the IDS. Basically, three different incident types have to be considered:

- Incidents on security level to be monitored by Dynamic Trust Management (see IDS-RAM), e.g.:
  - Security vulnerability in software component discovered
  - Central entities as the DAPS or the Clearing House are victim to a (DOS) attack
  - A certificate used in the IDS is compromised
o An attacker gained access to customer data transferred in the IDS

- Incidents Usage Policies and Contracts monitored by the Clearing House (see Clearing House Specification)
  o Violation of Usage Policies
  o Contract Violation
- Service Level monitoring for Essential Services
  o Mis-functioning of the service
  o Unavailability of the service

While the IDS-RAM defines roles to manage incidents on security level and incidents on Usage Policies and contracts, the management of SLAs is not defined here.

In general, each service provider has to set up an incident management process as defined in the Certification Criteria for Operational Environment. As the IDS-SO only provides the services related to the Certification Body, the IDSA-SO has to manage incidents related to this. The IDSA-SO must provide quarterly reports on incidents in the IDS ecosystem to the bodies of the IDSA. Therefore, it must be an obligation to the service providers to provide reports on incidents. This must be incorporated into the SLAs and policies defined in the subsequent chapters. The IDSA-SO provides a contact point for general support, first level support remains the duty of service providers, including evaluators.

4.2.2 Maintenance Processes

The processes described a structured way of interaction between the IDSA bodies and each have a specific goal (i.e., output) and input.

4.2.2.1 Version Management

The goal of version management is to release and use new versions of the IDS standard in a structured manner. Both the IDS community and the IDS standard itself are growing at an enormous pace and it is therefore essential that new improvements are released in a structured manner such that interoperability within the community is ensured.

4.2.2.1.1 The IDS Standard

The IDS standard is composed of a set of sub-standards which each have a separate versioning policy. IDS consists of the following components (see IDS Specifications on page 21):

4.2.2.1.2 Versioning

The above-mentioned subcomponents are combined into a single IDS release. This release contains the right version of all the required components. IDS has three different types of releases which are numbered as follows: major minor errata (e.g. 3.4.1 meaning major version 3, minor version 4, errata version 1).

- Major Release contains many (fundamental) changes and might not be backwards compatible with the previous major release. There can be at most a single major release per year.
• **Minor Release** contains enhancements of the major release and should be backwards compatible with the major release. There can be at most two minor releases per year.

• **Errata Release** contains urgent (security) updates, corrections, and clarifications and should be backwards compatible with the major release. This release should not contain any new features. There is no maximum for the number of Errata releases. However, these releases should be avoided.

Note that each IDS subcomponent (see previous section) does have a separate version number, following the same principles as mentioned above. An IDS release contains one version of all IDS subcomponents. It might be the case that in a new IDS release not all subcomponents are updated.

### 4.2.2.1.3 Release and Adoption Policy

It is essential that all organizations using IDS (e.g., evaluation facilities, service providers, and end-users) migrate in a structured manner to latest IDS release to ensure long-term interoperability. Therefore, strict adoption rules are required.

First, we have to define how releases are created. As is explained in the next sections in more detail, workgroups and task forces work on specific IDS topics. These workgroups and task forces further improve individual IDS components based on the community's feedback. It is important to involve the wider IDS community in the development of new versions and therefore it is required for major and minor releases to first publish one or multiple release candidates as a form of a public consultation.

Based on the feedback of the community, the Chair of a corresponding workgroup can propose the new component version to the Steering Committee for approval. The Steering Committee can approve minor and errata releases, and will prepare some advice for the Executive Board for approval of a major version.

After the version has been approved, the new version will be published, and a migration period will follow where both the current major and the new major version are supported. After the migration period, the old version will be decommissioned and therefore not be used anymore.

![Figure 15 Simplified release scenario](image-url)
The table below summarizes the process for a new major release. The process is similar for minor releases, only the throughput times are shorter. Errata releases can be published without first publishing a release candidate because of the urgent nature of the release. Finally, minor and errata releases do not require a recertification of the service providers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (months)</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M0</td>
<td>Workgroup initiated</td>
<td>The need of a new IDS version is identified and the corresponding workgroups are initiated and given the assignment to prepare a new version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>First Release candidate published</td>
<td>A release candidate is published, which is a comprehensive set of all proposed changes to the old major release. This release candidate is published with the goal of collecting community feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>Second Release candidate published</td>
<td>Multiple release candidates can be published.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>Major release approved</td>
<td>The major release has been approved by the Executive Board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>Migration period started</td>
<td>The migration period of 12 months starts. During this period, Service Providers have to recertify their services based on the requirements of the new software version. The old version can still be used during the migration period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24</td>
<td>New version is ratified</td>
<td>The migration period has ended which means that the old version is now decommissioned and cannot be used anymore. All service providers should now be recertified and ready to use the new major release.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2.2  Change Management

Change Management concerns controlling the changes to the IDS components based on community feedback. Moreover, Change Management usually coincides with providing technical support, as this is where potential improvements, errors, and security risks are often identified.

The first section describes how changes are classified within the IDSA. Next, the change management process is described and, finally, the relation between Change Management and Version Management is described.
4.2.2.2.1 Types of Changes

Changes (or issues as they are called within Agile management frameworks) are classified according to its potential severity, i.e., the potential impact on the IDS community. There are three types of severity levels:

- **Critical issues** are highly urgent issues which might have a severe impact on the IDS standard and the IDS community as a whole. When an issue is classified as critical, it should be fixed as soon as possible. Therefore, an errata release is drafted in consultation with the corresponding workgroup and proposed within four weeks to the Steering Committee.

- **High issues** are changes which can have a significant impact on the IDS standard and community but do not require an immediate action. For this kind of issues, a change is proposed in consultation with the corresponding workgroup. A minor or Errata release is drafted which might contain other high/low priority changes. After a public consultation of a release candidate, the release is proposed to the Executive Board.

- **Low issues**: similar to high-priority issues but will not on its own result in a new releases. Low issues will be part of an already planned minor or major release.

4.2.2.2 Change Management Process

This section describes how changes are handled. The main actors in this process are: the IDS Support Organization, Steering Group, and the workgroups & taskforces.

1. An issue is raised by the community via a support ticket.

2. The support organization analyses the issue and identifies whether the issue is: (i) a question, (ii) a request for an already existing functionality, (iii) a request for new functionality, or (iv) a bug report.
   
   i. The support organization acts as a first support-line and tries to answer the question. If required, the issue is escalated to the Steering Committee (second support-line) who can escalate it to corresponding workgroup or taskforce (final support-line).

   ii. The support organization guides the issue author to the corresponding documentation. If required, a domain expert can be involved to answer the question.

   iii. The support organization classifies the issue as **critical**, **high**, or **low** and assigned to a workgroup or taskforce.

   iv. The support organization classifies the issue as **critical**, **high**, or **low** and assigned to a workgroup or taskforce.

3. The workgroups and taskforces together with the Steering Board prioritizes the issues.
4. The issue is handled by the workgroups and taskforces according to its severity as described in the previous section. The issue can result in an Errata release if urgent. A combination of issues can result in both a minor or major release.

5. The workgroup Chair proposes a new release to the Steering Committee. In the case of a minor or major release, this proposal is proceeded by a public consultation in the form of a release candidate.

6. In the case of an Errata or minor release, the Steering Committee can approve the release. In the case of a major release, the Steering Committee prepares an advice for the Executive Board. The Executive Board then assesses the release and may formally approve the change.

7. New release is officially published including detailed Release Notes containing a description of all the changes, and the corresponding adoption policy of this release. Releases including critical changes are explicitly annotated.

8. Orchestration with Version Management

It is important to align the change and version management processes. The version management contains a clear regular plan of when releases are scheduled. The change management process is dependent on the community's input and is therefore highly dynamic. However, the issues raised in the change management process are the most valuable input for the content of the new releases. In order to align the processes, the following guidelines are required:

- The incoming issues are classified according to its severity and topic. The corresponding workgroup and taskforce decide, together with the Steering Committee, which issues to tackle in a new release.

- A minor and major release are proceeded by one or multiple release candidates. When the first release candidate has been published, a feature freeze for this new release will be announced, meaning that from this moment on the development on new features for this release is halted. The actual release itself may only contain additional bug fixes of the included features compared to its release candidates. This ensures that the community has sufficient time to evaluate the new release and integrating it.

- Issues identified by the workgroups and taskforces themselves are handled by the same process.
4.3 Service Level Agreements and Policies

4.3.1 Dynamic Attribute Provisioning Service (DAPS)
SLA and Policies for DAPS are not defined in Rule Book 1.0.

4.3.2 Participant Information Service (ParIS)
SLA and Policies for ParIS are not defined in Rule Book 1.0.

4.3.3 Certification Body
SLA and Policies for the Certification Body are defined in the Rules of Procedure22.

4.3.4 Certificate Authority
SLA and Policies for CA are not defined in Rule Book 1.0.

4.3.5 Connectors
SLA and Policies for Connectors are not defined in Rule Book 1.0.

---

22 https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/docs/DOC-2507
5 Legal Agreements

The previous sections of this IDSA Rule Book have addressed the needs relating to the management of the IDS standards and specifications, and the certification of implementations of the standard. The purpose of this section is to provide guidelines and best practices, endorsed by the International Data Spaces Association, on how organizations may define the rules and legal agreements for compliant collaboration.

International Data Spaces are fundamentally based on the premise of data sovereignty. Any organization deciding to use IDS in their operations can determine for themselves which specific data space they would like to adhere to, with whom they would like to share data, and where they would like their data to be used.

IDS is a functional framework that provides mechanisms to be customized by the participating organizations according to their requirements. While the IDS standards and specifications enable all participants to act in compliance with negotiated rules and processes, it does not make any restrictions or enforce predefined regulations on the use of IDS.

The need for legal agreements depends on the type of data space in question:

- **Data marketplace** is an environment facilitated by IDS where organizations make data available to be monetized through a financial transaction between any willing parties, facilitated by a clearing house. Legal agreements should be in place to address matters such as liability and cost/gain sharing related to the data being monetized.

- **Data exchange** refers to situations where IDS provides technical standards to exchange data between known parties in a seamless and interoperable manner. Benefits arise from improved business processes, for example through increased efficiency and new modes of collaboration. The parties typically have a Data Exchange Agreement in place as a bilateral contract between a Data Provider and a Data Consumer regarding the exchange of data. However, if there are more than two parties involved, a more comprehensive rulebook can be necessary.

- **Data ecosystem** is a data space based on the collaboration of multiple organizations forming a data sharing network. In such a context, IDS can be seen as a ‘plug & play’ implementation method to enable data sovereignty in a particular ecosystem. Such data spaces may adopt their own data space specific rulebooks that include the necessary multi-party legal agreements.

The rulebook creation and maintenance process in data ecosystems can be significantly simplified by having rulebook templates which organizations can use to setup a data space-specific rulebook.

IDSA sees significant benefits in implementing common elements of data sharing agreements and tailoring them to domain/company specific needs. This increases interoperability that extends beyond technical infrastructure to business, legal and ethical aspects. It also fosters cross-domain use of data across ecosystems.
IDSA recommends that these model rulebook templates use roles and terminology as defined in the IDS Reference Architecture Model. This would allow the specific data spaces to determine, for example:

- What are intermediary roles (broker, clearing house, etc.) required in the data space and who will be operating this for this specific data space?
- How organizations deal with certification?
- Which data access and usage policies should be adopted by the participants?
- Which vocabularies regarding semantics of data should be used?
- What are the liabilities of the participants?
- What is the governance structure of the data space?

As a general principle, data ecosystems should be fair, balanced, and lawful in their processing of data. They must also be just and impartial toward their members and ensure that the rights of third parties are not infringed.

iSHARE has developed a data sharing scheme\(^{23}\) for logistics data ecosystem in The Netherlands. There is a named **scheme owner** that is an organization managing the rules and agreements. The relationship between the scheme owner and the participants in the scheme, is defined in terms of an accession agreement, and associated terms-of-use, ensuring the legal liabilities of parties in the data sharing scheme. Such liabilities can cover both the relationship between the scheme owner and the participant and the participants amongst each other, notwithstanding the ability of participants to make additional agreements. Participants can choose to adhere to these agreements and innovate their business models and practices accordingly, with data being a crucial enabler.

Sitra has provided a template called Fair Data Economy Rulebook\(^{24}\) which can be used by organizations wanting to set up a data space (“Data Network” in Sitra's terminology). It considers business, legal, technical, and ethical aspects and covers topics such as roles and responsibilities and provides standardized templates for legal agreements. The Contractual Framework of the rulebook consists of the following parts:

- **Constitutive Agreement**
  - General Terms and Conditions
  - Governance Model
  - Accession Agreement
  - Dataset Terms of Use
- **Description of the Data Network (i.e., Data Ecosystem)**
  - Business Part
  - Technology Part

---

\(^{23}\) [iSHARE](https://www.ishareworks.org/)

\(^{24}\) [Sitra Fair Data Economy Rulebook](https://www.sitra.fi/en/publications/rulebook-for-a-fair-data-economy/)
These templates enable organizations to establish contractual frameworks for their data ecosystem. The participants must plan, design, and document their data ecosystem carefully by amending and supplementing the templates in a manner that best serves the purposes of the contractual framework they require.
6 Appendix

6.1 Notional conventions

The following font and symbols conventions are used in this document:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Font Style</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>italic</td>
<td>Not used in this document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bold</td>
<td>Used to highlight terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monospace</td>
<td>Not used in this document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[item]</td>
<td>Not used in this document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{item</td>
<td>item}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;item&gt;</td>
<td>Placeholder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Related Documents

The references to documents that are related directly to the Rule Book are given in the text. Further relevant documents can be found on:

- the IDSA Homepage
  [https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/ressource-hub/publications-ids/](https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/ressource-hub/publications-ids/) in different categories
- the IDSA internal collaboration platform jive
  [https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/](https://industrialdataspace.jiveon.com/) which is organized in different spaces.
- the IDSA GitHub repositories:
  [https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/](https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/) where also relevant documents are listed
  and the listing of external relevant publications and sources

These sources are continuously updated.

6.3 Glossary

For terms and definitions IDSA provides a glossary on GitHub:

This document introduces the following new terms and definitions:

**Base Services**

Essential roles in the IDS are required to provide trust in the ecosystem, Base Services are required to improve usability of the system as a whole and raise the added value of Data Spaces. These roles should be enabled by key participants of the ecosystem. The following service are considered to be base services:

- IDS Meta-Data-Broker
- Clearing House
- App Store

**Essential Services**

The IDS-RAM defines a role model for Data Spaces. The roles for the provisioning of trusted identities are essential for the operation of Data Spaces:

- Certification Body
- Certification Authority
- Dynamic Attribute Provisioning Service
- Participant Information System
- Dynamic Trust Management (DTM)

These roles must be operated and controlled in operational terms under the rules of procedure defined by the IDSA.

**IDSA-SO**

IDSA Support Organization

**IDSA Support Organization**

This entity is responsible for the orchestration of the essential services which will be provided by several provider companies which perform their service according to the IDS rule book and the right there provided rules of procedure.
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